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ABSTRACT
Recent years have seen extensive investigation of the infor-
mation aggregation properties of prediction markets. How-
ever, relatively little is known about conditions under which
a market will aggregate the private information of rational
risk averse traders who optimize their portfolios over time.
We consider a market model involving finitely many in-
formed risk-averse traders interacting with a market maker.
Our main result identifies a basic smoothness condition on
the price in the market that ensures information will be ag-
gregated. We give conditions under which cost function mar-
ket makers (or, equivalently, market makers based on mar-
ket scoring rules) satisfy the smoothness requirement. We
further show that regardless of the level of risk aversion of
the traders, the final allocation and prices together consti-
tute a competitive equilibrium; thus, in particular, the final
portfolios of the traders are ex post Pareto e!cient.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recent years have seen a surge of development and interest

in prediction markets. These are typically online markets
where the assets pay a fixed amount if a given event occurs.
The basic goal of a prediction market is to determine the
likelihood that events will happen: informally, if the price of
an event is low relative to the likelihood that it will occur,
then at least some traders should find it profitable to buy—
and thus the price will go up. In this way, the expectation is
that prices in prediction markets aggregate the information
in the hands of traders [13].

This basic goal has led to extensive investigation of the
information aggregation properties of prediction markets.
More broadly, however, the notion that information is ag-
gregated in market prices has been a longstanding topic of
investigation in economics; for example, see [6, 9, 10, 14].
Informally, the idea that market prices should reflect the
information possessed by market participants is a form of
the e!cient markets hypothesis [8], and underlies much of
the appeal of decentralized markets in settings where traders
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possess asymmetric information.
Despite the central connection between information ag-

gregation and market behavior, significant open problems
remain. In particular, relatively little is known about con-
ditions under which a market will aggregate the private in-
formation of rational risk-averse traders who optimize their
portfolios over time. The central goal of this paper is to in-
vestigate conditions under which information is aggregated
in such scenarios.

Our main contributions are as follows:

1. Smoothness and information aggregation. Our main
result identifies a basic smoothness condition on prices
in the market that ensures information will be aggre-
gated. Formally, we show that if the portfolios held
by traders converge over time, and the limiting price
charged by the market maker is continuously di"eren-
tiable at zero with respect to the quantity traded, then
the market will aggregate information in any perfect
Bayesian equilibrium. This is an interesting result, be-
cause in particular it suggests the per unit price for a
small purchase and a small sale should be essentially
the same—that is, there should be no bid-ask spread
near zero quantity.

We note that without such a smoothness condition, it
is possible that information aggregation may fail. In
particular, if a rational market maker is su!ciently
concerned that traders possess significantly superior
information regarding the value of a traded asset, then
the bid-ask spread may become so large as to com-
pletely preclude trading and thus the dissemination of
information [6]. Our main contribution is to demon-
strate that with a smoothness assumption on the mar-
ket, such behavior cannot arise. Notably, many al-
gorithmic market makers used in prediction markets
are smooth in the sense we require; in particular, we
give conditions under which cost function market mak-
ers (or, equivalently, market makers based on market
scoring rules) satisfy the smoothness requirement.

2. Markets with risk averse traders. The market model
we consider involves finitely many informed risk-averse
traders interacting with a market maker. This is dis-
tinct from prior work in this area [3, 4, 12], which
primarily considered information aggregation among
traders that are risk neutral.

This modeling choice is significant for two reasons.
First, in many markets risk aversion is important. For
example, traders may bid on contracts in prediction



markets as insurance to hedge against risks inherent in
other elements of their portfolio. Second, if all traders
are risk neutral, then in general, the no-trade theo-
rem applies and precludes trade among rational traders
without additional assumptions on the market [11]. In-
formally, the problem is that two rational risk neutral
traders cannot take opposing positions in the market
and both expect to be better o". However, with risk
averse traders trading can proceed even if all traders
are rational: traders may trade purely on the motive
of hedging.

3. The information content of prices. When traders are
risk averse, prices may not reflect the true posterior of
an event occurring; this is because prices must also
reflect the marginal expected utility of the traders.
We show that if even one trader in the market is risk
neutral, however, then prices are accurate posterior
probabilities. We further show that regardless of the
level of risk aversion of the traders, the final alloca-
tion and prices together constitute a competitive equi-
librium; thus, in particular, the final portfolios of the
traders are ex post Pareto e!cient.

The most closely related paper to our own work is by
Ostrovsky [12]. He shows that if the securities under con-
sideration are “separable” in an appropriate sense, and all
traders are risk neutral, then information is aggregated in
markets based on both the Kyle market maker model [10],
as well as in markets based on market scoring rules. The
markets we consider are complete (i.e., there exists one con-
tingent contract for each possible event that can occur); and
with the partition model for signal structure that Ostrovsky
considers (a special case of our signal structure), a com-
plete market is always separable. Our main innovation is
in studying markets with risk averse traders, and establish-
ing the aforementioned smoothness condition as essential to
information aggregation.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the
next section we define our basic model, including the game
played by market participants, as well as perfect Bayesian
equilibrium for this game. In Section 3, we formally define
information aggregation. In Section 4, we prove that if the
portfolios of traders converge and the market is asymptot-
ically smooth, then information is aggregated. In Section
5, we show that the portfolio convergence assumption can
be relaxed in markets where the signal space of traders is fi-
nite, and the loss to the market maker is bounded; the latter
condition is satisfied by a wide range of algorithmic market
makers based on cost functions, as we observe in Section 6.
Finally, in Section 7, we provide insight into the information
content of the limiting prices.

2. MODEL
In this section we describe the operation of the market, as

well as our equilibrium notion for the resulting game, perfect
Bayesian equilibrium.

2.1 Market Operation
We consider a market consisting of n traders and orga-

nized by a market maker. Trading takes place in the market
sequentially at an infinite sequence of times t ! {1, 2, · · · }.
In particular, at time t the trader it engages in trade with
the market maker, and the sequence {it} is known a priori

to all the traders and the market maker. We further assume
that each trader visits the market infinitely often.

The uncertainty in the value of future securities is cap-
tured by a random variable !̃ taking values in the finite set
# = {1, · · · , m}; we refer to the random variable !̃ as the
state of the world, and assume that all traders have a com-
mon prior distribution for !̃. We assume that the state is
only revealed after all trades are completed. Further, we
assume a complete market over the possible states of the
world. That is, we assume traders can trade in any of m
securities labeled 1, . . . , m; one share of security ! pays $1
in state !, and 0 otherwise.

Suppose that trader it = i visits the market at time t to
trade with the market maker. Let yt ! Rm denote the corre-
sponding trade, where the component yt(!) is the quantity
of security ! bought by the trader i at time t. The history ht

at time t as observed by the traders (and the market maker)
consists of all the trades until time t. In other words, we
have

ht = (y1, y2, · · · , yt!1) .

As a matter of convention, we let h1 ! " denote the null
history at time 1. We denote by Ht the set of all possible
histories up to time t, and let Hf = #t"1Ht denote the set
of all possible finite histories. Finally, let h# = (y1, y2, · · · )
denote the infinite history, or the path taken by the market,
and let H# denote the set of all possible infinite histories.

The portfolio of a trader i at time t consists of the di"erent
quantities of each security she holds. Let wi,t(!) denote the
quantity of security ! held by trader i at time t; we refer
to the vector wi,t as the portfolio of trader i at time t. We
assume that the initial portfolio of each trader is common
knowledge among the traders and the market maker.

Observe that if a trader holds the portfolio 1 = (1, . . . , 1),
i.e., one unit of each security, then the trader receives a
payo" of $1 regardless of the realized state. For this reason
we refer to the 1 portfolio as money, and throughout the
paper we interpret monetary payment of $x to or from a
trader as credits or debits of x units of the 1 portfolio.

The market maker determines the price for trades of dif-
ferent quantities of the securities; this price may depend on
the history. In particular, we let K(ht, y) represent the price
charged for a portfolio y after history ht; thus the trader’s
net trade at time t is yt $K(ht, yt)1. We assume the func-
tional form of K is known to all traders a priori. To re-
flect the fact that the trade in the market is voluntary, we
assume that the pricing function K does not penalize any
trader for not participating in the market. More precisely,
we assume that after any history ht, the pricing function
satisfies K(ht,0) = 0, where 0 = (0, . . . , 0). Furthermore,
we assume that the pricing function satisfies the following
assumption:

K(ht, y + a1) = K(ht, y) + a, for all a ! R . (1)

The above condition ensures that the traders do not profit
via an exchange of money with the market maker. Another
implication is that the market maker prices the trades con-
sidering only the risk involved in the trade.

2.2 The Game and Equilibrium
In this section our main goal is to define our equilib-

rium concept, perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE). Infor-
mally, PBE requires that traders’ strategies maximize their



utility given their beliefs over any uncertain elements of the
model, and their beliefs are consistent with the strategies
adopted by other traders in equilibrium. In our model, un-
certainty arises because the state of the world is unknown;
however, we assume traders are informed, and receive signals
regarding the true state. In this section we define signals,
beliefs, strategies, utility, and, ultimately, PBE.

It should be noted that, to be precise, these constructs
should be defined in a measure-theoretic framework. How-
ever, for clarity of exposition we suppress measure-theoretic
details in the main text; in Appendix B we provide a for-
mal measure-theoretic description of each of the elements
introduced here.

Signals. Before trading begins, each trader i receives a
private signal s̃i ! $i. We assume that the private signals
are drawn independently conditional on the state !̃, and
that the joint distribution of !̃ and the signals is common
knowledge among the traders. Let P denote the joint prior
distribution of !̃ and s̃1, . . . , s̃n. We refer to s̃ = (s̃1, · · · , s̃n)
as the joint signal and $ = %i$i as the joint signal space.

Beliefs. Let S = H# % # % $. Observe that an element
of S captures all uncertainty in the model: the path of the
market, the state of the world, and the signals of all the
traders. All uncertainty can therefore be represented by
probability distributions over this space. In particular, we
assume that after each history ht, and having observed signal
si, trader i’s belief "i(ht, si) is a probability distribution over
S. This represents trader i’s forecast of the future actions
by traders, the state !̃, and the signal vector s̃.

Strategies. The trader i is said to follow the strategy #i if,
after a history h ! Hf , the trader selects a trading decision
according to the distribution specified by #i(h, si), where
si denotes the private signal received by the trader. (Of
course, a trader i can only trade at those times where it = i.)
Let yt(#i, ht) denote the trade specified by the strategy #i

at time t. If #i is a mixed strategy, then yt(#i, ht) is the
realized trade when trader i chooses her trade according to
#i. Note that the distribution of yt(#i, ht) at time t depends
only on the realized history ht and the private signal s̃i.
When the context is clear, we will omit the explicit history
dependence. Let # = (#1, · · · , #n) denote the strategy profile
where each trader i follows the strategy #i. Also, for each i,
let #!i = (#j)(j $=i) denote the strategy of every player except
i.

Note that the strategy profile #, together with the com-
mon prior distribution P over the state of the world and the
signals, define a probability measure Q! over the space S.

Utility and the value function. We assume that if trader
i is holding a portfolio wi, and state !̃ = ! is realized, then
trader i obtains a utility ui(wi(!)). The utility function
ui : R & R of each trader is common knowledge among the
traders and the market maker. We consider traders who are
risk averse, and who, all else being equal, prefer to hold more
quantity of any security !. These two characteristics of the
traders are captured by assuming that each trader’s utility
function is strictly increasing and concave. We further make
the assumption in our analysis that the utility functions are
di"erentiable. Note that all these assumptions hold trivially
for risk neutral traders, whose utility functions are given by
ui(x) = x for all x ! R.

While we assume that traders act as expected utility max-
imizers, as trading proceeds over an infinite horizon, defining
their objective precisely is somewhat subtle. In particular,

if the history up to time t is ht, the strategy profile is #, and
trader i’s belief is "i, then trader i’s value function at time
t is:

Ji,t(#) = E"i(ht,si),!

h
lim inf
T%#

ui(wi,T (!̃))
i

. (2)

We assume that traders act at each time period to maxi-
mize their value function. One may think of the quantity
lim inft%# ui(wi,T (!̃)) as the final utility of the trader i at
the conclusion of trading in the market. Thus the value
function captures the utility of the eventual portfolio of the
trader. It must be noted that the value function is not time
separable over the trades at di"erent time periods, and there
is no discounting involved for trades occurring at later pe-
riods. We assume that for all cases of interest, the value
functions are well defined at all times for all traders.

Perfect Bayesian equilibrium. Finally, we describe the no-
tion of PBE for the market defined above. We say the strat-
egy profile # and the beliefs "i for each i constitute a PBE
if the following two conditions hold :

1. For each i, for each ht ! Ht and almost all si ! $i, we
have

#i ! arg max
!!i

Ji,t(#
&
i, #!i).

2. For each i, we have "i(h, si)(·) = Q!( · |h, s̃i = si) for
all histories h where the latter conditional distribution
is well defined.

The first condition requires that after any history, the
actions specified by the strategy #i for trader i are optimal,
holding fixed the strategies of all the other traders. The
second condition requires that after any history, the traders
update their beliefs through Bayes’ rule whenever possible.

Whenever we consider a particular PBE with strategy pro-
file #, we append # as a superscript to all the relevant quan-
tities. Thus, for example, w!

i,t denotes the portfolio of trader
i at time t in the PBE with strategy profile #.

3. INFORMATION AGGREGATION
In this section, we will define the notion of information

aggregation. Informally, this is when the private signals ob-
served by individual traders are aggregated into a common
market belief. In order to give a precise definition, we begin
by defining some notation.

Fix a PBE with strategy profile # and beliefs {"i}. Re-
call that Q! is the joint probability measure induced on the
space S by the strategy profile # and the common prior dis-
tribution P over state and signals. For much of our analysis,
we require notation for the belief of an uninformed market
observer who is able to observe market transactions, is aware
of all common knowledge, and shares the same prior distri-
bution as market participants. In particular, we define $t as
the common belief of the market over the state and signals
at time t, by

$t(·) = Q!(·|ht).

Similarly, trader i has beliefs that are informed by both the
history of trading and the private signal observed. We define
$i,t to be the belief of trader i over the state and signals at
time t, and in a PBE this will be given by

$i,t(·) = Q!(·|ht, s̃i = si).



Note that $t and $i,t have implicit history dependence.
Moreover, trivially, $i,t can be obtained from $t by con-
ditioning on trader i’s signal: $i,t(·) = $t(·|s̃i = s).

The following result is common in analysis of PBE in in-
finite horizon games: it establishes that beliefs converge to
well-defined limits. The proof, which is omitted, involves
writing the probabilities as a Doob martingale and then ap-
plying the martingale convergence theorem.

Lemma 1. Under the measure Q!, almost surely, the se-
quence of beliefs $t (resp., $i,t) converges weakly to a proba-
bility distribution $# (resp., $i,#), where $#(·) = Q!(·|h#),
and $i,#(·) = Q!(·|h#, s̃i = si).

We are now ready to make the main definition.

Definition 1. (Information Aggregation) The mar-
ket aggregates the information of the traders if, almost surely,
for all ! ! #,

$#(!̃ = !) = P(!̃ = !|s̃).

On the left hand side, we have the posterior common be-
lief of the market after the infinite trading history has been
observed. On the right hand side, we have the posterior dis-
tribution of the state if all traders’ signals could be pooled.
Thus, information aggregation requires that, via the trad-
ing history, the common market belief completely pools the
private signals of the traders.

Note that the above definition does not require that the
prices of the securities reflect the posterior beliefs of the
traders. Our definition only requires that an uninformed
outsider sharing the common knowledge and prior distribu-
tion of the traders, and having knowledge of the sequence
of trades conducted, should be able to infer the relevant in-
formation in the private joint signal. Subsequently, we will
show that an uninformed outsider can infer the information
in the private signal under much milder requirements. Fur-
ther, we will demonstrate the relationship between prices
and the utility functions of the traders.

4. ASYMPTOTIC SMOOTHNESS
A central theme of our paper is that if the prices set by

the market maker are su!ciently “smooth” with respect to
small purchases or sales by traders, then information will be
aggregated. Formally, we introduce the following condition:

Assumption 1. (Asymptotic Smoothness) Consider a
strategy profile # and the associated induced distribution Q!.
We assume that there exists an open neighborhood N of zero
so that almost surely under the distribution Q!, K(ht, ·) con-
verges uniformly over N as t & '. Further, defining the
limit

K(h#, y) = lim
t%#

K(ht, y),

for y ! N , we require that K(h#, ·) be almost surely contin-
uously di"erentiable over N .

The above condition ensures that, asymptotically, if a trader
buys or sells an infinitesimal portfolio, the marginal price is
the same. This rules out the possibility of a nonzero bid-
ask spread for infinitesimal trades. Note that such nonzero
bid-ask spreads have been observed in prior models, e.g., in
the limit-order book model with adverse selection as studied

by Glosten [5]. Further, although we have stated asymp-
totic smoothness as a property of the pricing function K,
it may alternatively be viewed as the property of the un-
derlying equilibrium. In other words, one might consider
equilibria where the behavior of the market marker arises en-
dogenously. In such settings, if the induced pricing function
K that arises from the market maker’s activity is asymptot-
ically smooth, then our results apply.

Additionally, we will make the following assumption on
the equilibria under consideration:

Assumption 2. (Portfolio Convergence) Under the strat-
egy profile #, the portfolio of each trader converges as trading
proceeds in the market. In other words, for each trader i, the
limit

w!
i = lim

t%#
w!

i,t

exists (and is finite) almost surely.

Portfolio convergence captures the idea that, asymptotically,
traders will stop trading despite the fact that infinitely many
trading opportunities are available. Note that in our model,
the private information about security payo"s is revealed to
individual traders at the start of trading. Over time, no
new information is revealed to the collective of market par-
ticipants, existing information is merely di"used. Hence, it
seems reasonable in this setting that if the market is well-
functioning, the portfolios will eventually converge. In this
way, one can view Assumption 2 as excluding pathological
equilibria. In what follows, however, we will develop con-
ditions on the underlying model primitives which allow the
verification of portfolio convergence of the equilibrium and
demonstrate that this holds in many common markets.

The following theorem, which is the main result of this
section, shows information is aggregated if the previous two
assumptions hold.

Theorem 1. In any PBE where asymptotic smoothness
(Assumption 1) and portfolio convergence (Assumption 2)
hold, the market aggregates the information of the traders.

In order to prove Theorem 1, we need the following lemma;
the proof can be found in the appendix. It makes the intu-
itive observation that under Q!, even after observing past
history, the signals are independent conditional on the state.
(Note that this result holds even after infinite history, i.e.,
t = '.)

Lemma 2. Under Q!, conditional on the history ht and
the state !̃, the private signals s̃1, . . . , s̃n are independent,
for any 1 ( t ( '.

The proof of Theorem 1 uses the fact that in a PBE,
any unilateral deviation by a trader should result in lower
utility for the trader. Using this fact, we show that in the
limit, the trader i’s belief over !̃, given the infinite history
h#, is independent of her private signal s̃i. We then obtain
the result via Lemma 5 in Appendix A, a basic lemma on
independent random variables.

Proof of Theorem 1. Given portfolio convergence, the
value function of a trader i after the history ht can be written
as

Ji,t(#) = E"i(ht,s̃i)

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
. (3)



Now, consider the deviation where trader i follows the strat-
egy #i up to time t, then trades a fixed quantity z ! Rm at
time t and never trades again thereafter. Let wz

i,t denote the
payo" vector of the trader i after such a trade, i.e.,

wz
i,t = w!

i,t!1 + z $K(ht, z)1. (4)

As # is a PBE strategy profile, any deviation after history
ht should lead to lower utility for the trader. Thus, almost
surely,

E"i(ht,s̃i)

ˆ
ui(w

z
i,t(!̃))

˜
( E"i(ht,s̃i)

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
, (5)

for all z ! Rm, and for all t. Next, observe that

E"i(ht,s̃i)

ˆ
ui(w

z
i,t(!̃))

˜

=
X

#'!

$i,t(!̃ = !)ui(w
!
i,t(!) + z(!)$K(ht, z)). (6)

By Assumption 2, the portfolio of the trader converges.
Moreover, as the pricing function satisfies Assumption 1
(asymptotic smoothness), for all z ! N , we know K(ht, z)&
K(h#, z). Using these facts and Lemma 1, we obtain for all
z ! N , almost surely,

lim
t%#

E"i(ht,s̃i)

ˆ
ui(w

z
i,t(!̃))

˜

=
X

#'!

$i,#(!̃ = !)ui(w
!
i (!) + z(!)$K(h#, z))

= E$i," [ui(w
z
i (!̃))], (7)

where wz
i is defined as

wz
i = w!

i + z $K(h#, z)1 . (8)

On the other hand, almost surely,

lim
t%#

E"i(ht,s̃i)

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i

= lim
t%#

EQ!

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃)) |ht, s̃i

i

= EQ!

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃)) | h#, s̃i

i

= E$i,"

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
.

Here, the first equality follows since "i is the belief of trader
i in a PBE. The second equality follows by a backwards mar-
tingale convergence argument. The third equality follows by
the definition of $i,#.

Taking the limit as t &' in (5), we obtain almost surely
for all z ! N that

E$i," [ui(w
z
i (!̃))] ( E$i,"

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
, (9)

Since w0
i = w!

i , we conclude that, almost surely,

0 ! arg max
z'N

E$i," (ui(w
z
i (!̃))) . (10)

By asymptotic smoothness, the pricing function is K(h#, z)
is di"erentiable at z = 0. Moreover, the traders have di"er-
entiable utility functions. This implies the following first or-
der necessary condition holds almost surely, for each ! ! #:

$i,#(!̃ = !)u&i(w
!
i (!))

= )#K(h#,0) E$i,"

“
u&i(w

!
i (!̃))

”
.

Recall that $i,#(!̃ = !) = $#(!̃ = !
˛̨
s̃i). Using this fact

and rearranging the above equation, for each ! ! # we have
almost surely that

$#(!̃ = !
˛̨
s̃i)

E$"

ˆ
u&i(w

!
i (!̃))

˛̨
s̃i

˜ =
)#K(h#,0)

u&i(w
!
i (!))

. (11)

Now, observe that if h# is known, then the right hand side
of the above equation is fixed. On the other hand, the left
hand side depends on the realization of s̃i. For the equality
to hold, we infer that the left hand side is also independent
of the realization of s̃i. On summing the left hand side over
! ! #, we obtain that E$"

ˆ
u&i(w

!
i )| s̃i

˜
is independent of s̃i,

since the numerator sums to 1. This in turn implies that for
all !, $#(!̃ = !

˛̨
s̃i) is independent of the realization of s̃i.

From this argument we conclude that under the asymptotic
common belief $#, the state !̃ is independent of the private
signal s̃i of each trader i.

By Lemma 2, under measure $#, the private signals s̃1, . . . , s̃n

are independent given the state !̃. Together with Lemma 5
from Appendix A, this implies that under measure $#, the
state !̃ and the joint signal of the traders s̃ = (s̃1, · · · , s̃n)
are independent. In other words, we have, almost surely,
that

$#(!̃ = !
˛̨
s̃) = $#(!̃ = !).

The right hand side is equal to Q!(!̃ = !|h#). For the
left hand side, note that at any time t, we have $t(!̃ =
!|s̃) = P(!̃ = !|s̃), since the history cannot contain any
more information about !̃ than the pooled signal. Taking
limits, we obtain the same equality for $#, as required.

5. INFORMATION AGGREGATION WITH
A FINITE SIGNAL SPACE

Although the assumption of portfolio convergence is rea-
sonable, it is a condition that depends on the equilibrium
itself, rather than model primitives. In particular, one goal
of our paper is to develop an information aggregation result
that applies to a wide range of algorithmic market makers.
For many such market makers, especially those based on
cost functions (or equivalently, market scoring rules), the
market maker employs a pricing function that ensures the
total loss by the market maker over any trajectory of the
market remains bounded. In this section, we specialize to a
model where the signal space $i of each trader i is finite, and
show that if the loss to the market maker is bounded, then
information is aggregated. In the next section, we discuss
the application of this result to algorithmic market makers.

The loss incurred by the market maker is given by the net
change in the portfolio of all the traders. Thus the loss of
the market maker at time t, if the state realized is !̃ = !,
is given by

Pn
i=1 (wi,t(!)$ wi,0(!)). The assumption we

make is that in the PBE, the market maker’s loss is bounded;
this is equivalent to the following statement.

Assumption 3. (Bounded Loss) For the PBE with strat-
egy profile #, there exists B! ! R such that, almost surely,
the payo" vector w!

t satisfies

lim sup
t%#

nX

i=1

w!
i,t(!) < B!, (12)

for all ! ! #.



The following theorem shows that under the preceding
assumption, information is aggregated in any pure strategy
PBE, i.e., a PBE where traders play deterministic actions
after each history.

Theorem 2. If the signal space is finite, then in any pure
strategy PBE satisfying asymptotic smoothness (Assumption
1) and bounded loss (Assumption 3), the market aggregates
the information of the traders.

Proof. The proof of the theorem involves showing that
portfolio convergence holds in the present setting. Suppose
# is the strategy profile in the given PBE. First note that
since # is pure, the history ht is a deterministic function of
the joint signal s̃. Since the set $ of all possible joint signals
% is finite, it follows that the set of possible infinite histories
under the PBE with strategy profile # is a finite set—this is
the main simplification gained by assuming the signal space
is finite.

Let H!
# = {h(1), . . . , h(K)} denote the set of all possible

infinite histories under the PBE strategy profile #. Thus, we
have Q!(H!

#) = 1 and for all h ! H!
#, we have Q!(h) >

0. Moreover, we see that the joint signal space $ can be
partitioned into {$1, . . . , $K}, such that all realizations of
s̃ in the partition $l lead to the same infinite history h(l). .

Let Tm = inf{t : for all k *= l, h(k)
t *= h(l)

t }. In other words,
Tm is the earliest time by which all the possible histories in
H!
# di"er. Thus, at time Tm, each trader, by looking at

the previous actions of the traders in the market, can infer
the remainder of the equilibrium path, and thus the set $l

containing the true joint signal s̃.
Since the future equilibrium path is known at Tm, the

belief of the traders will no longer be updated subsequent to
time Tm. Thus, for all i, we have $i,t = $i,Tm for all t + Tm,
and we have a similar relation for $t. For convenience of
notation, denote $Tm and $i,Tm by $ and $i respectively.
Also, without loss of generality, assume that for all ! ! #, we
have $(!̃ = !) > 0 (since otherwise we can restrict attention
to only those states for which the condition holds). Define

w!
i (!) = lim inf

T%#
w!

i,T (!), for ! ! #. (13)

Lemmas 3 and 4 below establish that in the setting of
the theorem, for each trader i, w!

i,t & w!
i . As portfolio

convergence holds, this implies through Theorem 1 that the
market aggregates the information of the traders.

To complete the proof, we present the following two lem-
mas.

Lemma 3. In the setting of Theorem 2, for each trader i,
and each ! ! #, we have almost surely under Q!:

lim inf
t%#

w!
i,t(!) > $'; and

lim sup
t%#

w!
i,t(!) < ' . (14)

Proof. Recall that we assume the utility of the trader
is well defined in the PBE under consideration. Since not
participating in the market from time Tm onwards is always
an option for each trader, we must have:

E$

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃)) | s̃i

i
+ E$

h
ui(w

!
i,Tm(!̃)) | s̃i

i
. (15)

Since this is true for all values of s̃i possible after history
hTm , taking expectations yields:

E$

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
+ E$

h
ui(w

!
i,Tm(!̃))

i
. (16)

Since the right-hand side is finite and the utility functions
are concave and strictly increasing, we must have w!

i (!) >
$', almost surely, for all ! ! # and for all traders i.

Note that:

w!
i,t(!) =

nX

k=1

w!
k,t(!)$

X

k $=i

w!
k,t(!) , (17)

for all ! ! #. Taking limits, we obtain that almost surely:

lim sup
t%#

w!
i,t ( lim sup

t%#

nX

k=1

w!
k,t(!)$ lim inf

t%#

X

k $=i

w!
k,t(!)

( B! $
X

k $=i

lim inf
t%#

w!
k,t(!)

= B! $
X

k $=i

w!
i (!)

< ' . (18)

Lemma 4. In the setting of Theorem 2, we have almost
surely that w!

i,t(!) & w!
i (!) for each trader i and for all

! ! #.

Proof. From Lemma 3, we observe that there exist L, U !
R with L ( U , such that for all times t, for any trader i,
and for any ! ! #, w!

i,t(!) ! [L, U ] almost surely. Let
w!

i (!) ! [L, U ] be some accumulation point of w!
i,t(!) for

! ! #. By the definition of w!
i (!), we observe that for all !,

w!
i (!) ( w!

i (!). Since ui is strictly increasing, we conclude:

EQ!

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

˛̨
hTm , s̃i

i
( EQ!

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

˛̨
hTm , s̃i

i
.

(19)

The above inequality holds for all values of s̃i that are pos-
sible after the history hTm . After taking expectations with
respect to s̃i, we obtain

E$

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
( E$

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
, (20)

where the expectation is written in terms of $(·) = $Tm(·) =
Q!(·

˛̨
hTm).

Let {ti,k : k + 1} be a subsequence of time periods where,
for all ! ! #, w!

i,ti,k
(!) & w!

i (!) as k & '. Moreover, as
# is a PBE strategy profile, if the trader i trades according
to # until time ti,k and subsequently stops trading in the
market, then the utility obtained by the trader will be less
than that corresponding to trading according to # forever.
This implies that

EQ!

h
ui(w

!
i,ti,k

(!̃)) | hti,k , s̃i

i
( EQ!

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃)) | hti,k , s̃i

i
.

(21)

As # is a pure strategy profile, from the discussion above
we have Q!

`
·
˛̨
hti,k , s̃i

´
= Q!

`
·
˛̨
hTm , s̃i

´
for large enough k.

Moreover, as the preceding inequality is true for all possible
values of s̃i, we obtain by taking expectations:

E$

h
ui(w

!
i,ti,k

(!̃))
i
( E$

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
. (22)



Observing that E$

h
ui(w

!
i,ti,k

(!̃))
i

=
P

#'! $(!̃ = !)ui(w
!
i,ti,k

(!)),

by taking the limit as k &' we obtain:

E$

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
( E$

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
. (23)

Thus, from (20) and (23), we have:

E$

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
= E$

h
ui(w

!
i (!̃))

i
. (24)

Now recall that w!
i (!) ( w!

i (!) and $(!̃ = !) > 0 for all
! ! #. Thus we must have w!

i (!) = w!
i (!) for all ! ! #.

As this is true for all accumulation points w!
i , we conclude

w!
i,t(!)& w!

i (!) for all ! ! #. (25)

6. COST FUNCTION MARKET MAKER
In this section we focus our attention on a class of algo-

rithmic market makers defined via cost functions. In such
a market, the price seen by a trader is set by a fixed rule
that depends only on the total outstanding number of shares
sold in the market. Cost function market makers encom-
pass a wide class of markets, and of particular significance
is the fact that market scoring rules can be reformulated
as cost functions [1, 2]. The ease of organizing a market
based on a cost function has led to its use in many real set-
tings, especially in combinatorial prediction markets. Our
main observation is that such markets immediately satisfy
the smoothness condition developed earlier in this paper for
information aggregation. Further, in many of these markets,
the loss to the market maker is bounded on any path of the
market, and thus the information aggregation result of the
preceding section applies if signal spaces are finite.

Let qt(!) denote the total quantity of the security ! sold
by the market maker until time t. We have the following
relation between qt and the trades {y% , 1 ( & ( t} that
have occurred up to time t:

qt =
tX

%=1

y% . (26)

A cost function market maker is defined by a continuously
di"erentiable function C : Rm & R. After any history ht,
the market maker prices the trades at time t according to

K(ht, z) = C(qt!1 + z)$ C(qt!1) . (27)

Note that the condition imposed by (1) on the pricing func-
tion K requires the cost function C to satisfy C(q + a1) =
C(q) + a, for all a ! R.

Markets based on cost functions are a special case of the
market studied in this paper. In particular, the market
maker’s pricing function depends on the history only through
the total quantity of securities sold up to that time. Also,
observe that the total revenue obtained by the market maker
at time t is given by:

tX

%=1

K(h% , y% ) =
tX

%=1

C(q% )$ C(q%!1)

= C(qt)$ C(0) , (28)

This shows that at any instant the total revenue of the mar-
ket maker is dependent only on the total quantity of the

security sold by the market maker, and not on the actual
sequence of trades leading to the final position.

Di"erentiability of the cost function then yields the fol-
lowing information aggregation result.

Theorem 3. Given a cost function market maker and a
PBE with strategy profile # satisfying portfolio convergence
(Assumption 2), the market aggregates the information of
the traders.

Proof. The proof involves showing that any PBE of a
cost function market satisfies the asymptotic smoothness
condition.

For a PBE with strategy profile #, we first define %(q!
t ) !

q!
t $

`P
# q!

t (!)
´
1, and note that, as C(q + a1) = C(q) + a,

K(ht, z) = C(q!
t!1 + z)$

 
X

#

q!
t (!)

!
1

$
 

C(q!
t!1)$

 
X

#

q!
t (!)

!
1

!

= C(%(q!
t!1) + z)$ C(%(q!

t!1)) . (29)

Also, as the total quantity of the securities sold by the mar-
ket maker at time t equals the sum of the net change in the
portfolio of all the traders and the total revenue obtained by
the market maker, we get

qt =
nX

i=1

(wi,t $ wi,0) +

 
tX

%=1

K(h% , y% )

!
1 . (30)

This implies that,

%(q!
t )

=
nX

i=1

 
w!

i,t $ w!
i,0 $

 
X

#'!

“
w!

i,t(!)$ w!
i,0(!)

”!
1

!
.

As the PBE under consideration satisfies portfolio conver-
gence, we infer from the above equation that there exists
q!
# ! Rm such that %(q!

t ) & q!
# almost surely. Since

K(ht, z) = C(%(q!
t!1) + z)$ C(%(q!

t!1)), and since the cost
function is continuous and di"erentiable, it follows that al-
most surely K(ht, z)& K(h#, z) ! C(q!

# + z)$C(q!
#) for

all z ! Rm, where the function K(h#, ·) is continuously dif-
ferentiable. This proves that asymptotic smoothness holds
in this case, implying through Theorem 1 that information
aggregation is obtained.

The preceding result implies that for any algorithmic mar-
ket maker using a cost function, if the traders’ portfolios
converge, then information is aggregated. It is important to
note that in almost all cost function markets of interest, the
loss of the market maker is bounded; and using the results
in the previous section, we can conclude that if the PBE is
pure and the signal space is finite, then information will be
aggregated. Formally, we consider a class of cost function
market makers satisfying the following condition.

Assumption 4.

sup
q'Rm

!
max

1(j(m
q(j)$ C(q)

"
< ' .

This assumption is satisfied by a number of well-studied cost
functions considered in the literature, and can be readily



verified (see, e.g., [1] for examples). For example, the as-
sumption holds for the cost function C corresponding to the
logarithmic market scoring rule [7], given by

C(q) = b log

 
X

#'!

exp(qj/b)

!
, (31)

for some b > 0. Similarly, the assumption holds true for the
quadratic market scoring rule [2], given by

C(q) =
1
m

X

#'!

q(!) +
1
4b

X

#'!

q(!)2

$ 1
4mb

 
X

#'!

q(!)

!2

$ b
m

, (32)

for some b > 0. Note that the assumption imposes a restric-
tion on the model primitives, in particular the cost function,
rather than on the equilibrium.

To see that Assumption 4 implies bounded loss (Assump-
tion 3), note that, from (30), the loss of the market maker
at time t is given by:

nX

i=1

(wi,t $ wi,0) = qt $
 

tX

%=1

K(h% , y% )

!
1

= qt $ (C(qt)$ C(0))1 . (33)

It follows from Assumption 4 that the loss of the market
maker is bounded above uniformly for all t. This in turn
implies that bounded loss holds in this case in any PBE.
Thus, in a market where, additionally, the traders’ signal
space is finite, Theorem 3 applies, and thus if signal spaces
are finite, then in any pure strategy PBE of a cost function
market satisfying Assumption 4, the market aggregates the
information of the traders.

7. INFORMATION CONTENT OF PRICES
We now study the information content of the limiting

prices. Although the market aggregates information, it is
not true in general that an observer seeing only the limiting
prices has the same information as the traders. Under what
conditions does such an observer have the same quality of
information as the pooled signals of the traders?

We let ' ! )K(h#,0) denote the eventual price vec-
tor in a PBE with strategy profile # satisfying asymptotic
smoothness (Assumption 1). Thus '(!) for ! ! # denotes
the asymptotic price charged by the market maker for selling
an infinitesimal quantity of security !. It can be seen that
the prices in general will not be equal to the posterior state
distribution P(!̃ = !|s̃), simply because prices must also
reflect the risk aversion of the traders. Thus just looking at
the limiting prices will not inform an outside observer of the
information contained in the pooled private signals of the
traders.

However, in the special case when at least one of the
traders in the market is risk neutral, the prices are equal to
the posterior probability. A trader i is risk neutral if their
utility function is linear, ui(x) = x: in this case, the trader’s
marginal utility is independent of her wealth level. Note that
in this case the first order conditions (11) for the risk-neutral
trader i reduce to '(!) = $#(!̃ = ! | s̃i), since u&i(x) = 1.
As the state !̃ and the private signal s̃i are independent un-
der $#, we obtain '(!) = $#(!̃ = !) = P(!̃ = !|s̃). This

shows that in this case all the information of the traders is
reflected in the price vector.

By the definition of information aggregation, an observer
of the market having the same knowledge as market par-
ticipants can infer the information contained in the traders’
private signals. However, this is too stringent a requirement,
and in general if all traders are strictly risk averse, then an
outside observer who knows only the final price cannot share
the same posteriors as the traders. As a remedy, we iden-
tify a milder set of requirements under which an uninformed
observer could identify the posterior distribution of !̃.

Theorem 4. Consider a PBE with strategy profile # sat-
isfying asymptotic smoothness (Assumption 1) and portfolio
convergence (Assumption 2). An uninformed observer with
access to the final price )K(h#,0) and the final portfolio of
a single trader i with their utility function ui can infer the
posterior distribution $# of !̃.

Proof. Note that since s̃i is independent of !̃ under the
measure $#, the first order condition (11) can be rewritten
as:

$#(!̃ = !)

E$"

ˆ
u&i(w

!
i (!̃))

˜ =
)#K(h#,0)

u&i(w
!
i (!))

. (34)

For ease of notation, let Ri(!) = )"K(h",0)

u!i(w
!
i (#))

for ! ! #.

Then, we have for all ! ! #,

$#(!̃ = !) = Ri(!) ·E$"

h
u&i(w

!
i (!̃))

i
. (35)

Let Ui =
`
u&i(w

!
i (1)), · · · , u&i(w

!
i (m))

´
. Then the preceding

set of equations can be rewritten in vector notation as:

(Im $RiUi)$# = 0 , (36)

where Im is the m %m identity matrix, and we view Ri as
a column vector, and Ui as a row vector.

The result then follows from observing that the matrix
Im$RiUi has rank m$1, which implies that $# is uniquely
determined as the probability vector in the null space of the
aforementioned matrix. Thus, an uninformed observer with
access to Ri and Ui can infer the common belief $#.

The fact that prices may not reflect the posterior is easi-
est to see when we observe that the limiting allocation and
prices in the market constitute a competitive equilibrium
of the economy where traders maximize their expected util-
ity conditioned on s̃, with endowment w!

i . Consider an ex-
change economy among the traders where each trader shares
the pooled information P(·|s̃), and trader i has an initial
portfolio given by w0

i . A competitive equilibrium for this
economy is specified by an allocation {wi : i ( n} for each
trader i, and a price p(!) for each security ! such that the
following two conditions hold:

1. Market clearance. The net portfolio of all the traders
in the allocation {wi : i ( n} should be the same as
that in the initial allocation. Formally, we require

nX

i=1

wi(!) =
nX

i=1

w0
i (!), for all ! ! #. (37)

2. Utility maximization. For each trader i, the allocation
wi of the security to trader should i maximize her ex-
pected utility (with respect to the pooled belief P(·|s̃)),



given the price vector p. Formally, for each trader i,
the allocation wi is a solution to the following maxi-
mization problem.

max EP

ˆ
ui(wi(!̃))

˛̨
s̃
˜

subject to,
X

#'!

p(!)wi(!) =
X

#'!

p(!)w0
i (!) . (38)

We connect competitive equilibrium and the limiting prices
formally in the following theorem.

Theorem 5. Consider a PBE with strategy profile # sat-
isfying asymptotic smoothness (Assumption 1) and portfo-
lio convergence (Assumption 2). Then the limiting portfolio
{w!

i : i ( n} and the price vector ' ! )K(h#,0) together
constitute a competitive equilibrium of an exchange economy
with pooled information, where trader i’s initial portfolio is
specified by w!

i .

Proof. Observe that the market clearance condition (37)
holds trivially in this case, since the final and initial alloca-
tion are the same. So, in order for the allocation {w!

i : i ( n}
and the price vector ' to constitute a competitive equilib-
rium, we require that the utility maximization condition
holds for all traders. As the maximization problem (38) is
a convex program, the su!cient conditions of the problem
can be written as

P
`
!̃ = !

˛̨
s̃
´

u&i(wi(!)) = ( p(!) , (39)

where ( ! R is a Lagrange multiplier.
Now we know from Theorem 1 that the market aggregates

the information of the traders. Thus we obtain P
`
!̃ = !

˛̨
s̃
´

=
$#(!̃ = !) = $#(!̃ = !

˛̨
s̃i). Thus the su!ciency condi-

tions become

$#(!̃ = !
˛̨
s̃i) u&i(wi(!)) = ( p(!) . (40)

It is now easily seen from (11) that the su!ciency condi-
tions are satisfied by the allocation wi = w!

i for the price
vector p = )K(h#,0) by setting the Lagrange multiplier
( = E$" [u&i(wi(!̃))]. This implies that the allocation w!

i is
utility maximizing for trader i with the price vector '.

Thus we obtain that ' and {w!
i : i ( n} together con-

stitute a competitive equilibrium for the exchange economy
described.

The first fundamental theorem of welfare economics states
that the allocation in any competitive equilibrium is Pareto
optimal. In particular, the above argument proves that the
final portfolio of each trader is ex post Pareto optimal, in
the sense that if the traders are eventually allowed to trade
among themselves circumventing the market maker, they
would not have any incentive to do so. In this respect, the
market described above is e!cient.
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APPENDIX
A. PROOFS

Proof of Lemma 2. The proof is by induction. For each
i, let fi : $i & R be any continuous bounded function. Since
under the prior distribution Q!, conditional on the state !̃,
the private signals s̃1, . . . , s̃n are independent, we have:

EQ!

"
Y

i

fi(s̃i)
˛̨
h1, !̃

#
=
Y

i

EQ!

ˆ
fi(s̃i)

˛̨
h1, !̃

˜
.

Thus, we have the base case for t = 1. Assume that the
claim holds for t = T . In particular, we have

EQ!

"
Y

i

fi(s̃i)
˛̨
hT , !̃

#
=
Y

i

EQ!

ˆ
fi(s̃i)

˛̨
hT , !̃

˜
.

Let trader j arrive at the market at time T +1, i.e. iT+1 =



j. Using tower property of conditional expectation, we have:
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"
Y

i

fi(s̃i)
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#

= EQ!

"
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i

fi(s̃i)
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hT , yT , !̃

#

= EQ!

"
EQ!

"
Y

i

fi(s̃i)
˛̨
hT , yT , !̃, s̃j

# ˛̨
˛̨
˛ hT , yT , !̃

#

= EQ!

2

4EQ!

2

4
Y

i$=j

fi(s̃i)
˛̨
hT , yT , !̃, s̃j

3

5 fj(s̃j)

˛̨
˛̨
˛ hT , yT , !̃

3

5 .

Note that as yT depends only on s̃j and hT , we can write:
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i

fi(s̃i)
˛̨
hT+1, !̃

#

= EQ!
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fi(s̃i)
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˛ hT , yT , !̃

3

5 ,

where we have used the inductive hypothesis that condi-
tional on hT and !̃, the private signals are independent. As
each expectation involved in the product on the right hand
side are determined once hT and !̃ are known, we obtain

EQ!

"
Y

i

fi(s̃i)
˛̨
hT+1, !̃

#

=
Y

i$=j

EQ!

ˆ
fi(s̃i)
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hT , !̃

˜
EQ!

ˆ
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˛̨
hT+1, !̃

˜
.

Finally, choosing fk as the constant function 1 for all k *= i,
we see that EQ!

ˆ
fi(s̃i)

˛̨
hT , !̃

˜
= EQ!

ˆ
fi(s̃i)

˛̨
hT+1, !̃

˜
for all

i *= j. Thus we have:
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#
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i

EQ!

ˆ
fi(s̃i)
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hT+1, !̃

˜
.

(41)

As this is true for all continuous bounded functions fi, we
obtain that conditional on the history hT+1 and the state
!̃, the private signals are independent. This completes the
induction step.

To prove the result for t = ', we take the limit as T &'
in (41), and apply Lemma 1.

We use the following Lemma in the proof of Theorem 1.

Lemma 5. Let X and {Yi ; i = 1, · · · , n} be random vari-
ables such that: (1) conditional on X, the random variables
{Yi} are independent; and (2) X is independent of Yi for
each i. Then X and (Y1, · · · , Yn) are independent.

Proof. Let g and f1, . . . , fn be bounded continuous func-
tions. As Y1, . . . , Yn are independent conditional on X, we
have

E

"
Y

i

fi(Yi)
˛̨
X

#
=
Y

i

E
ˆ
fi(Yi)

˛̨
X
˜

.

Moreover, we know that X and Yi are independent for all
i. This implies that E

ˆ
fi(Yi)

˛̨
X
˜

= E [fi(Yi)]. Thus we
obtain:

E

"
Y

i

fi(Yi)
˛̨
X

#
=
Y

i

E [fi(Yi)] .

We then reason as follows:

E

"
g(X)

Y

i

fi(Yi)

#
= E

"
E

"
g(X)

Y

i

fi(Yi)
˛̨
X

##

= E

"
g(X)E

"
Y

i

fi(Yi)
˛̨
X

##

= E

"
g(X)

Y

i

E [fi(Yi)]

#

= E [g(X)]
Y

i

E [fi(Yi)] .

As this is true for all continuous and bounded functions g,
f1, . . . , fn, we infer that X and (Y1, . . . , Yn) are indepen-
dent.

B. MEASURE THEORETIC FORMULATION
Recall that the history at time t is given by the trades

until time t :

ht = (y1, · · · , yt!1) .

Moreover, the infinite history is defined as the entire se-
quence of trade which takes place in the market, given by
h# = (y1, · · · , yt, · · · , ). Let Ht denote the set of all possible
histories till time t, and let H# denote the set of all possible
infinite history. We endow H# with the topology of point-
wise convergence, and let G# denote the Borel %-algebra on
H#.

Let ($i, Ti) be a measure space, and let T denote the
product %-algebra on $. Moreover, let C denote the com-
plete %-algebra on #. Finally, let S = H# % #% $, and let
F# denote the product %-algebra on S.

Note that (S,F#) captures all the uncertainty in our
model. In particular, the random variables !̃ and s̃1, . . . , s̃n

are all measurable w.r.t to the measure space (S,F#).
The joint prior distribution P over the state !̃ and the

signals s̃1, . . . , s̃n shared by all the traders and the market
maker can now be represented as a measure over the re-
stricted probability space

`
#% $, %(C % T )

´
.

Beliefs. The belief "i(ht, si) of a trader i after each his-
tory ht, and having observed signal si, is represented as a
probability measure on the set (S,F#).

Strategies. The strategy #i of a trader i can be represented
as a set of random variables #i(ht, si) such that #i(ht, s̃i) is
measurable with respect to the sub-%-algebra generated by
ht and s̃i. Note that if #i is a mixed strategy, then we have to
consider a larger measure space to include the randomization
of the trader.

Given the joint prior P on !̃ and the signals s̃1, . . . , s̃n, a
PBE with strategy profile # and the belief "i for each trader
i induces a probability measure Q! on (S,F#) through the
Kolmogorov extension theorem. The measures $i,t and $t

can then be defined as in the main text.


